
 

 Developmental Coaches, and Other Popular Catch-Phrases 

One of the challenges for parents today is working your way through all the marketing of youth soccer clubs.  By now, if 

anyone on staff has been to a license or convention in the last 10 years, they are all keenly aware of the marketing 

checklist they all should say to keep checks rolling in. 

“Our club focuses on player development” 

“We play ‘possession style’ soccer” 

“We emphasize the fundamentals of the game here” 

“Skill development is our top priority” 

…and other great sounding tidbits.  It gets even better if they can make these sayings either  

1) Rhyme 

2) Apply Alliteration  

3) Build into a memorable 2 or 3 syllable Anagram 

Throw in well placed pictures of trophies from previous conquests and a few college soccer participants and you have 

the magic formula to unburden unsuspecting parents from a few thousand dollars.  Next year, although promises will be 

broken, goals unfulfilled and players undeveloped, if you simply rinse and repeat the marketing campaign as a club, the 

checks will continue to roll in. 

Remember, it’s easier to come up with a catchy marketing campaign, catch-phrase or logo than it is to actually develop 

and hone your craft as a coach.  That smells too much like work. 

So how can we better arm our parents to walk through these processes less susceptible to marketing campaigns and 

more equipped to scrutinize the “development” their kids are receiving?  Education is once again the unsexy but 

effective answer. 

It is actually quite easy with a few key premises understood 

1) If your child is a competitive soccer player, until they sign a professional contract (and sometimes beyond that) 

their job is to improve (develop).  If they are already competitive, they will need to improve to remain 

competitive.  If they are uncompetitive currently, they will need to develop to be competitive. 

 

2) Improvement (development) is a process by which the athlete must repeatedly step out of the comfort zone, 

engage failure and reflection, until the concept or skill is within their comfort zone.   

 

3) The coach has the responsibility of both placing the athlete beyond their comfort zone, managing their failure 

and reflection, and then helping them refine the skill/concept until it is within their comfort zone 

 



 

 

So, let’s make this simple: STAY IN OR LEAVE YOUR COMFORT ZONE? 

1) Does your coach ask your athlete to do what they are already good at only or do they constantly place them in a 

position of controlled discomfort? 

2) If your kid is fast, is he or she asked to primarily be fast (long balls played generally into space and your child is 

asked to use their speed to retrieve these long fumbles)? 

3) If your kid is strong, is he or she asked to primarily be strong (aggressive defending against undersized 

opponents-win the ball, kick it generally or in pre-determined patterns forward)? 

4) Are your kids asked to pass only and discourages dribbling except in dire circumstances? 

5) Does your kid consistently play the position they are “good” at?  A forward is always a forward.  A defender, 

always a defender? A goalkeeper always a goalkeeper? 

6) Under pressure, do certain kids seem to play and others ride the bench? 

7) Does your kids team practice ball skills and dribbling in training, but are discouraged from using them in games, 

because now it’s “serious” and we need to play 1 and 2 touch passing? 

8) When comparing to other sports, does the game you watch look more like a tennis match (we have the ball, 

they have the ball, we have the ball, they have the ball, out of bounds), or does it look like basketball, advance 

up the court, starting the offense with the ball and players moving in all directions until a preferred shot can be 

created? 

Most of the questions above have a common theme: the best way to “win” is to play everyone is their strongest 

position and do the things they are already strong at (stay in their comfort zones).  Asking athletes to play in different 

positions, working on different skills and concepts inevitably slows down play while they struggle through it, opening the 

team up to “losses”.  When all the athletes are asked to do what they do best in the positions they do them best, the 

coach is really asking them NOT to leave their comfort zones.  This is great if I am working with completed athletes 

(Cristiano Ronaldo, Leonel Messi).  It is horrible and counter-productive if I am working with developing and not-yet-

complete athletes.  There is no way to grow if an athlete is asked to repeatedly stay in their comfort zone.  This is a good 

sign the club is “using” the kid (for their next marketing cycle) versus developing the kid (contrary to their marketing 

claims). 

The end result of comfort-zone players versus discomfort zone players is that you, as a parent, will see large turnover in 

rosters from year to year as previous dominant, but non-growing athletes are slowly replaced by ones that have been 

“losing” but growing.  In a truly developmental club, turnover is very low.  The new players that are introduced are more 

often from within their own ranks than from the recruitment efforts externally.  If what is being taught truly has value, it 

should become progressively more difficult for outsiders to break through the barriers as years pass by, at least initially. 

Is your child being asked to work on the things they are not good at?  If they cannot dribble, are they asked to? Or are 

they told to kick it up to the skilled players?  When they make mistakes, are they encouraged to reflect and engage them 

again differently, or are they instructed to avoid them?  Are players asked to clear the ball while young?  Are players 

instructed to kick it out of bounds in difficult situations?  All of these are opportunities to learn, think and try… or avoid.  

The majority of time, by the time a kid makes a big “boot” it is usually a sign of a kid who no longer has any thoughts on 

how to successfully navigate the problem presented to them by the opponent. In the Air Force, they call this moment 

when no other viable solutions seem available: “EJECT! EJECT! EJECT!” 

We could go on and on in this area of cognitive development, and do within our coaching courses, but for now, if we can 

get the parents to evaluate your child’s experience in terms of comfort zone (in or out), we will begin the process of 

educating the consumer beyond the effects of magic elixir marketing and can begin to hold clubs more accountable to 

the true aspects of players development.  Nothing speaks louder in this market than the parent’s checkbook. 


